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Figure 1. ITC Deltacom from the 

internet topology zoo [3]

Motivation:
• Large-scale network failures,

• Natural Disasters:

• Hurricane Katrina 

(2005),

• Hurricane Rita (2005),

• Malicious attacks, 

• Uncertain failures,

Experiments (1) Conclusion
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Figure 2. Network failure with 

full information (a), partial-

information (b).
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We consider for the first time a progressive network recovery 

algorithm under uncertainty. Our extensive simulation shows 

that our algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art recovery 

algorithm while we can configure our choice of trade-off 

between: 

• Execution time,

• Demand loss, 

• Number of repairs (cost).

Our iterative recovery algorithm reduces the total number of 

repairs' gap with full-knowledge and partial knowledge from  

79 repairs to 45.39 repairs in Bellcanada topology which is 

the smallest topology in our experiments.

Finding a feasible solution set (1) is based on one of the 

following algorithms:

1. Iterative Shortest Path (ISR-SRT), 

2. An Approximate Iterative Branch and Bound (ISR-BB), 

3. An iterative multicommodity (ISR-MULT), 

4. Progressive Iterative Split and Prune (P-ISP)

We use an iterative approach to 

place monitors and gain more 

information at each recovery step.

Problem Formulation:

Recovery Problem can be formulated as follows:

Objectives:
• Progressive and timely network recovery,

• Minimize losses, facilitate rescue mission,

• Minimize the expected recovery cost (ERC).

Trade-off execution time and number of repairs (DeltaCom).Selecting the candidate node (3) 

is based on betweeness centrality.

Trade-off between number of repairs and demand loss (DeltaCom).

Execution time: Synthetic Erdos-Renyi topology with 100 nodes.
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